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Popular History

CAROLINE DAVISON

The Captain’s Apprentice

A hybrid of biography, narrative history, folklore and personal experience
bringing a fresh perspective on the lives of folk song collectors, singers and
the subject of their songs.

The Captain’s Apprentice: Biography of a Song is the story of
how the brutal murder of the cabin-boy was transformed
into a musical evocation of rural Norfolk by one of
England’s most famous composers, Vaughan Williams. It
tells the contrasting life stories of the two main
protagonists - the well-to-do composer and the forgotten
boy from the workhouse - and explores the impact of folk
song collecting on musical culture in 20th century
England. It brings fresh perspectives on the lives of folk
song collectors, singers and the subjects of their songs,
how they were recorded, who was commemorated and
who remained unrecognised, and includes the untold
stories of a sadistic sea-captain, a campaigning Victorian
feminist, the singing fishermen of King’s Lynn, and a man
who rued the day he named a ship after himself.

Interwoven with this intriguing history is the author’s own
personal connection with folk song, through the story of a
Hebridean ancestor whose mud cottage in the bog was
visited by an eminent collector, and with a Scottish folk
song taught to her as a child through the oral tradition. It
casts light on how Vaughan Williams, along with Cecil
Sharp, succeeded in bringing folk song into every
schoolchild’s life up until the 1970s, including hers.

A hybrid of biography, narrative history, folklore and
personal experience, the book combines original research,
re-assessment of secondary sources, re-imagining, and
accounts of the author’s own contemporary journeys to
places significant in the tale. With the 150th anniversary
of Vaughan Williams’ birth in 2022, the publication of
The Captain’s Apprentice: Biography of a Song will tap into the
surge of interest around the composer in that year.
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MARION GIBSON

Witchcraft: A History in Thirteen Trials

A lively and immersive global history of witchcraft which shows its evolution
from the Middle Ages to the present day and shines a light on the stories of
the victims, told in thirteen trials.

Witch hunts and their subsequent trials have occurred
throughout history, across all continents, right up to the
present day. But witchcraft and attitudes towards it and its
practitioners has changed according to place and time and
the interests and politics of the day.

This book will use thirteen significant trials to explore the
history of witchcraft and witch hunts. As well as
investigating some of the most famous trials from the
Middle Ages to the 18th century, such as Salem, it will
take us in new and surprising directions. It will show us
how witchcraft was decriminalised in the 18th century,
only to be reimagined by the 1780s Romantic radicals. We
will learn how it evolved from being seen as a threat to
Christianity to being seen as gendered persecution, and
how trials against chieftains in Africa stoked anger against
colonial rule.

Significantly, the book will tell the stories of the victims –
those women, such as Helena Scheuberin and Joan Wright
– whose stories have too often been overshadowed by
those of the powerful men, such as King James VI and I
and “Witchfinder General” Matthew Hopkins, who
hounded them.

While this will be a history of witchcraft, the subject
cannot be consigned to the history books. Hundreds of
people, mostly women, are tried and killed as witches
every year in Africa. ‘WITCH HUNT!’ is as common in
our language today as ever it was, and witches are still on
trial across the world.

Caroline Davison is a Professor of history at the University of Exeter, and a musician with
an interest in folksong. She has lived and worked in East Anglia all her life, and knows
intimately its landscape and places familiar to Vaughan Williams. She tweets @CaroDavison1.

Marion Gibson is Professor of Renaissance and Magical Literatures at the University of
Exeter, UK. She’s been researching witches for thirty years and is the author of six academic
books on witches in history in literature. Marion is regularly interviewed on radio, TV and for
podcasts, especially at Halloween. Marion has worked on original documents from witch trials
across Britain and America, and is familiar with all the academic literature about these and
European cases.

UK Publisher: Chatto &
Windus
UK Editor: Becky Hardie
Agent: Joanna Swainson

Publication: August 2022
Material: Proposal & Sample

UK Publisher: Simon &
Schuster
UK Editor: Frances Jessop
Agent: Joanna Swainson

Publication: Spring 2023
Material: Proposal & Sample

https://www.carolinedavison.co.uk
https://twitter.com/CaroDavison1
https://twitter.com/witchesetc


Popular History

OSKAR JENSEN

Vagabonds: Life on the Streets of Nineteenth-Century London

Telling London’s late-Georgian and Victorian story from below, through the
voices of the people who lived and worked on the streets, rather than from the
perspective of the privileged.

A fresh, compelling, cutting-edge account of street life in
the nineteenth-century London.

The book is based on a series of individual figures, such as
the baby-snatching singer Ann Lee, the crippled black
fiddler Billy Waters and the orphaned urchin later known
as Henry Warren Kelly, creating a tapestry of detailed
portraits of London’s street-dwellers. His cast is varied by
gender, ethnicity, origin and occupation, from beggars and
thieves to musicians, porters, missionaries, prostitutes, and
sellers of hot cross buns.

Written in lively, engaging and authoritative prose,
avoiding statistics and institutions and instead assembling a
collage of individual stories, Oskar really illuminates the
reality of street life through the voices of the people that
lived there in an almost novelistic evocation of past lives.

Popular History

ALICE LOXTON

Scoundrels: Scandal & Satire in Georgian London

The story of the satirical printmakers of the 1790s and 1800s, which will show
how the young British artists of their era produced some of the most
impactful, creative output Britain has ever seen.

Led by the printmakers James Gillray, Thomas
Rowlandson and Isaac Cruikshank, Scoundrels addresses an
entire network of print sellers, printmakers, publishers,
booksellers and customers who were the living, breathing
heart of this fluid group - some were loners, most were
introspective depressives, all drank heavily, and many died
from alcohol poisoning.

Yet from dimly lit taverns, drenched in alcohol, coffee and
the stench of Georgian London, the YBAs of the turn of
the 19th century produced some of the most wacky,
impactful creative output Britain has ever seen.

Combining scathing wit, prolific daring and absurdism
worthy of Dali, print makers could change the world with
an image. The sole reason we think of Napoleon as a
short man, is down to the work of James Gillray.
According to Napoleon, a Gillray print was more effective
than a dozen British generals.

With their pulse on the national mood, this
network captured and articulated British
humour, setting the precedent for how we laugh today. A
direct line can be drawn from Gilbert and Sullivan
Operettas, to The Two Ronnies, to Spitting Image and
Private Eye. And the idea of John Bull, the symbol of
Britain which we see in Churchill and Boris Johnson, was
cultivated and certified in the printshop windows of Old
Bond Street.

We are still the children of these crazy creatives.

Oskar Jensen is a historian and writer and the research for this book was part-funded by the
Leverhulme Trust as part of his Leverhulme Fellowship at Queen Mary University, London.
He has been widely published in UK and US journals and collections and presented his work
work at over sixty academic events internationally. He is the author of two historical novels for
children with Hot Key Books, has contributed articles to the New Statesman, appeared on
BBC1’s Who Do You Think You Are?, on BBC Radios 3 and 4, and acted as historical advisor to
the ITV/Amazon production of Vanity Fair.

Alice Loxton is a 27-year-old historian and presenter with a passion for communicating the past
in a creative way. She holds an MA in History (Dissertation on James Gillray) from the University
of Edinburgh and works as a Presenter for Dan Snow’s History Hit, where she writes, edits and
produces documentaries for the History Hit TV channel. She has also launched the History Hit
TikTok account, acquiring over 20,000 followers in three months. She has written, produced and
performed her own Edinburgh show and is the founder of the award-winning, satirical, student
history magazine, The Plague. Alice is on twitter @history_alice.

UK Publisher: Duckworth
UK Editor: Rowan Cope
Agent: Joanna Swainson

Publication: May 2022
Material: Unedited
Manuscript

UK Publisher: Icon Books
UK Editor: Clare Bullock
Agent: Caroline Hardman

Publication: Spring 2023
Material: Unedited MS
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https://twitter.com/history_alice
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JENNI NUTTALL

Mother Tongue: A Surprising History of Women’s Words

With vim and verveMother Tongue discovers the first millennium of English
words for women’s bodies and experiences.

Comparing our sometimes lacklustre contemporary terms
to the vivid vocabulary of the past, Mother Tongue covers
the first thousand years of English words describing
female bodies, menstruation, women’s sexuality, the
consequences of male violence, childbirth and caring,
women’s paid and unpaid work, and what it is to be a girl
and an older woman, as well as early English’s first
attempts to articulate what this thing we now call gender
might be. It showcases the eloquence of long-lost words
and voices, expressiveness which can inspire and empower
us to give louder voice to our own experiences and
feelings, as well as some surprisingly progressive thinking
which challenges our assumptions about the past and, in
some cases, puts our twenty-first-century society to shame.

This year’s heated debates about words and phrases like
womxn, menstruators and people with a cervix have
revealed just how much women’s words matter both to
women themselves and to society as a whole. Mother Tongue
is inspired both by the energy of these arguments and by
more personal conversations with the author’s nearly
teenage daughter.

Mother Tongue would take its place within the increasingly
popular genre of books on feminism. It will be very
recognisable as a new feminist take on an older genre, in
this case, books on the history of the English language and
on etymology and interestingly curious old words, which
have usually overlooked the rich and provocative history
of women’s words. It will also very much appeal to women
readers fascinated by the history of Anglo-Saxon,
medieval and Tudor Britain.

Dr Jenni Nuttall is an academic who’s been teaching and researching medieval literature at
the University of Oxford for the last twenty years, and who has had a lot of practice at making
old words interesting. She has a DPhil from Oxford and completed the University of East
Anglia’s MA in Creative Writing (fiction). She’s written on Aeon and History Today (both pieces
on another of her language interests, the history of gibberish). Jenni tweets @stylisticienne.

UK Publisher: Virago
UK Editor: Sarah Savitt
US Publisher: Viking
US Editor: Allison Lorentzen

Publication: Spring 2023
Material: Proposal & Sample

Popular History

ANDREW DOIG

This Mortal Coil: A History of Death

An exploration of how we died in the past, the reasons we die now and how our
causes of death are about to profoundly change. For fans of Sapiens and Guns,
Germs and Steel.

Dementia, heart failure and cancer are now the leading
causes of death in industrialised nations, where life
expectancy is mostly above 80. A century ago, life
expectancy was about 50 and people died mainly from
infectious diseases. In the Middle Ages, death was mostly
caused by famine, plague, childbirth and war. In the
Palaeolithic period, where our species spent 95% of its
time, we frequently died from violence and accidents.

Causes of death have changed irrevocably across time. In
the course of a few centuries we have gone from a world
where disease or violence were likely to strike anyone at
any age, and where famine could be just one bad harvest
away, to one where excess food is more of a problem than
a lack of it. Why is this? Why don't we die from plague,
scurvy or smallpox any more? And why are heart attacks,
Alzheimer's and cancer so prevalent today?

This Mortal Coil explains why we died in the past, the
reasons we die now and how causes of death are about to
profoundly change. University of Manchester Professor
Andrew Doig provides an eye-opening, global portrait of
death throughout time, looking at particular causes of
death - from infectious disease to genetic disease, violence
to diet - who they affected, and the people who made it
possible to overcome them.

Selected by The Guardian in their ‘Nonfiction to
look out for 2022’

Selected by The Times in their ‘Best Books
Coming out in 2022’

‘Andrew Doig’s book considers our vulnerabilities and
vices, from typhoid to tobacco … A compelling story that

is made admirably accessible’ Financial Times

Andrew J. Doig is Professor of Biochemistry at the University of Manchester. He studied
Natural Science and Chemistry at the University of Cambridge, and Biochemistry at Stanford
University Medical School. He has been a lecturer in Manchester since 1994. His research is on
computational biology, neuroscience, dementia, developmental biology and proteins. He has
over 100 publications, collectively cited over 6000 times.

UK Publisher: Bloomsbury
UK Editor: Alexis
Kirschbaum
Agent: Caroline Hardman

Publication: 3 February 2022
Material: Final PDF

Rights Sold
Russian - Azbooka Atticus
Korean - ROK Media
Simplified Chinese - CITIC
Complex Chinese - China
Times
Japanese - Soshisha
Ukrainian - Laboratoria Pro
Romanian - Polirom
Turkish - Beyaz Baykuş
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Popular Science

TOM HIGHAM

The World Before Us

The category-killer book on the period some 40,000 years ago when not just us,
but a number of human sub-species roamed the world.

40,000 years ago, we were not the only species of humans
in the world. There were at least four others that we know
of, and three of these have only become known to us in
the last twenty years. These included the Neanderthals,
our close cousins, who occupied Europe and the Near East
and parts of Eurasia, and the enigmatic ‘Hobbits’, Homo
floresiensis from the island of Flores, discovered in 2003. In
April 2019, Homo luzonesis was added to the list, a hominin
found in the Philippines, and even more diminutive than
the Hobbits at less than four feet high. Finally, another
addition to our human family – the focus of this book -
was discovered in 2010 and only exists in physical form at
the site of Denisova Cave in Siberia. The book will also
explore whether a fifth species, Homo erectus, might also
have survived into this period.

40,000 years ago, the world was a veritable ‘Middle
Earth’. The human family was ‘we’ rather than just ‘us’.

The World Before Us will take us on the extraordinary
journey that scientists have undertaken to make these
discoveries, with the focus on Denisovans identified from
tiny fragments of bone and teeth from a cave in Siberia. It
delves into the cutting edge science, research and
techniques that have transformed our understanding of
the human story and gives us a fascinating insight into
what it’s like to be a leading scientist at the forefront of
these world-changing discoveries.

This is the story of us, told for the first time, with its full
cast of characters.

Tom Higham is Professor of Archaeological Science at the Research Laboratory for
Archaeology and the History of Art, at the University of Oxford. He is Director of the Oxford
Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit and has undertaken major research programmes into the period
known as the Middle to Upper Palaeolithic transition. He is a member of the team working at
Denisova cave and has worked to build the chronological sequence that dates the deep layers in
the site. He has held a prestigious ERC Advanced Investigator Award to fund research into
dating the movement of anatomically modern humans into Eurasia.

UK Publisher: Viking
UK Editor: Connor Brown
US Publisher: Yale UP

Publication: 25 March 2021
Material: Final PDF

Rights Sold:
Italian - Odoya
Portugese - Saida
Korean - Hyungju Press
Russian - Alpina
Spanish - geoPlaneta
Thai - Wara
Turkish - Ithaka
Ukrainian - Alpina

Popular Science

PATRICK ROBERTS

Jungle: How Tropical Forests Shaped the World - and Us

The story of Life on Earth, including our species, told through some of the
oldest, but most threatened, environments on the face of the planet.

For most of us, tropical forests are things we watch or read
about from the comfort of our living rooms. Almost
unanimously, these ‘jungle’ landscapes are painted as
pristine and primordial prior to 21st century capitalist
greed. It is easy for us to imagine tropical forests as
fascinating backdrops to exciting tales of exploration,
places to get ‘Lost’ in, or far flung conservation battlefields
that are ultimately ‘not our problem’.

This book turns these stereotypes on their heads to show
that tropical forests have always been intimately connected
to the key cast members of Life on Earth, from the first
plants, dinosaurs, and earliest mammals to humankind
and its diverse societies.

Jungle will take us on a behind-the-scenes tour of the
cutting-edge scientific discoveries that have recast tropical
forests as crucial to the history of our planet and our
species. It shows us how these ‘jungles’ have acted as
nurseries for our earliest ancestors, shaped Homo sapiens as
it evolved and expanded Out of Africa, and housed some
of the largest pre-industrial cities in the world. Today our
everyday decisions in supermarkets and car showrooms
impact tropical forests many miles away that, themselves,
have the power to change our precipitation, temperature,
and the air that we breathe.

Jungle provides a fascinating, first-hand insight into the
science that is reinvigorating our appreciation of these
environments as dynamic players in all of our pasts,
presents, and futures.

Patrick Roberts is a Research Group Leader and Principal Investigator at the Max Planck
Institute for the Science of Human History, Jena, Germany. He has led major research programmes that
explore past human occupation and alteration of tropical forests. Patrick is a member of a
number of international teams working in tropical environments around the world. He currently
holds a prestigious ERC Award that aims to discover how pre-colonial and colonial land-use in
the tropics initiated changes in the atmosphere, precipitation amounts, soil erosion, and
temperatures on local, continental, and global scales that have left a legacy to this day.

UK Publisher: Viking Press
Editor: Connor Brown
US Publisher: Basic Books
Agent: Joanna Swainson

Publication: 1 July 2021
Material: Final PDF

Rights Sold
German - DTV
Czech - Leda
French - Fayard
Dutch - Nieuw Amsterdam
Italy - Aboca
Japanese - Hakuyosha
Taiwan - Eagle
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Popular Science

JOHN TREGONING

Infectious: Pathogens and How We Fight Them

A timely look at all types of infection and how they are treated by a leading
researcher in infectious diseases.

Nature wants you dead. Not just you, but your children
and unborn children and everyone you have ever met. It
wants you to cough and sneeze and poop yourself into an
early grave. It wants your blood vessels to burst and
pustules to explode all over your body. And until relatively
recently, it was really good at doing this. In 1900, the
average life expectancy of a human was 31 years. We
should already be dead.

But thanks to the advancement of scientific
understanding, better hygiene and the miracle of modern
medicine, we are not. This is thanks to the experts, the
women and men of science who have explored, tested and
invented new approaches to control infectious disease. We
should celebrate these heroes: Robert Koch, Maurice
Hilleman, Louis Pasteur, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu,
John Snow, Alexander Fleming, Dorothy Hodgkin, Alice
Ball, Françoise Barré-Sinoussi and Tu Youyou without
whom we would probably still be holding a posy to our
noses and taking purgatives.

This book will explore how human ingenuity has led to
amazing breakthroughs in controlling, preventing and
treating infectious disease. It will explain how the
approaches work, where they came from, and why if given
the choice, you should use them.

John S. Tregoning MA, PhD is reader in respiratory infections at Imperial College London.
His research focuses on how virus and bacteria infect our lungs. He has published over 60
academic papers, collectively cited over 3,500 times. He is also well-established writer on
academic careers, regularly writing commissioned articles for Times Higher Education and has also
published in Nature and Science. A recent article was viewed over 90,000 times and was in the top
150 most discussed articles of the year. Dr Tregoning remains at the forefront of infectious
diseases research and is based at Imperial College London where he runs a research group. He
has presented his work at the Pint of Science festival as well as being invited to speak at
conferences and universities both in the UK and overseas. Amongst other outlets, he has been
interviewed by the BBC, Bloomberg and The Sunday Telegraph.

UK Publisher: Oneworld
Editor: Sam Carter
Agent: Caroline Hardman

Publication: 14 October
2021
Material: Final PDF

Rights Sold
Japanese - Bunkyosha
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SARAH DITUM

Upskirt Decade: Women, Fame and the Noughties

A vivid and fascinating exploration of the complex and often destructive
relationship between the media and female celebrities during the 2000s and
its enduring effect.

Upskirt Decade will tell the stories of nine women who
defined celebrity in the noughties: how they were
devoured by fame, how they attempted to control their
own narratives, and how they succeeded or (more often)
failed.

They come from every strand of modern fame: pop
music, acting, reality TV, WWE wrestling and
pornography. Some you’ll think you know already, and
some will be less familiar. All represent an aspect of
celebrity and the public consumption of women in the
twenty-first century.

The Upskirt Decade was hard on its women. Few escaped
it without permanent scars, if they survived at all; and
even fewer have had the opportunity to rewrite the story
imposed on them.

Upskirt Decade will reveal them, neither as victims nor as
conniving strategists, but as complex individuals under
attack from a vicious and fast-changing media, whose
portrayal has shaped the way that all women – famous
and otherwise – are looked at today.

Sarah Ditum is a columnist, critic and feature writer with bylines at the New Statesman, the
Guardian, the Spectator, the Independent, Eurogamer, Stylist, Grazia, Elle and more. Regular TV and
radio appearances, including Newsnight and Today. Anti-fun feminist. Sarah tweets @sarahditum

UK Publisher: Fleet
Editor: Zoë Hood
Agent: Caroline Hardman

Publication: Spring 2023
Material: Proposal & Sample

Cultural Studies
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Cultural Studies

VICTORIA SMITH

Hags: The Demonisation of Middle-Aged Women
An exploration and history of the demonisation of the middle-aged woman,
and a re-evaluation and defence of the role and relevance of middle-aged
woman in our society.

What is about about women in their forties and
beyond that seems to enrage - almost everyone?

In the last few years, as identity politics has taken hold,
middle-aged women have found themselves talked and
written about as morally inferior beings, the face of
bigotry, entitlement and selfishness, to be ignored, pitied or
abused.

Hags asks the question why these women are treated with
such active disdain. Each chapter takes a different theme -
care work, beauty, violence, political organization, sex -
and explores it in relation to middle-aged women's beliefs,
bodies and choices. Victoria Smith traces the attitudes she
describes back to the same anxieties about older women
that drove Early Modern witch hunts, and explores the
very specific reasons why this type of misogyny is so
powerful today. The demonisation of hags has never felt
more now.

Victoria Smith has decided in this book that she will be the
Karen so nobody else has to be, and she ends on a positive
note, exploring potential solutions which can benefit all
women, hags and hags-in-waiting.

Victoria Smith has been a regular contributor to the New Statesman and the Independent,
focussing on women’s issues, parenting and mental health. She’s also written for Mumsnet,
featured on panels at their Blogfest, and has made two appearances on Woman’s Hour to
discuss female body image. Her newsletter The OK Karen, focused on midlife women’s
experiences of feminism, was launched in 2020. As a German literature specialist, with a PhD
from Cambridge on German Romanticism, Victoria will use her knowledge of fairy tale
archetypes and how these both respond to and shape moral messages about who and what
older women should be. Originally from Cumbria, she now lives in Cheltenham with her
family. She is working towards achieving full venerable crone status before she hits fifty.

UK Publisher: Fleet
UK Editor: Ursula Doyle
Agent: Caroline Hardman

Publication: Spring 2023
Material: Proposal & Sample
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HELEN JOYCE

Trans:When Ideology Meets Reality

An investigation into one of the most urgent yet misunderstood social issues
that is gender-identity ideology and the inroads it has made across the Western
world.

spine 25.5mm

Biological sex is no longer accepted as a basic fact of life. It 
is forbidden to admit that female people sometimes need 

protection and privacy from male ones. In an analysis that is 
at once expert, sympathetic and urgent, Helen Joyce offers an 

antidote to the chaos and cancelling.

Includes
brand new
material

ONEWORLD

oneworld-publications.com

SOCIAL ISSUES / 
GENDER STUDIES

£9.99
$17.95 US
$24.95 CAN 
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THE INSTANT SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

#1 Kindle Bestseller

Gender identity ideology is about more than twitter storms
and using the right pronouns. In just ten years, laws,
company policies, school and university curricula, sport,
medical protocols, and the media have been reshaped to
privilege self-declared gender identity over biological sex.

People are being shamed and silenced for attempting to
understand the consequences of redefining ‘man’ and
‘woman’. While compassion for transgender lives is well-
intentioned, it is stifling much-needed inquiry into the
significance of our bodies.

If we recommit to our liberal values of freedom of belief,
freedom of speech and robust debate, we scan de-escalate
this most vicious of culture wars.

‘Helen Joyce shows how the best intentions can morph into
bullying in this sane, humane book. The role we all play in
letting people be who they want to be is a delicate balancing

act, no place for self-righteous partisans’
- Daniel Dennett

‘A frighteningly necessary book: well-written, thoroughly-
researched, passionate and very brave.’ - Richard

Dawkins

‘Open conversation about such fraught issues is the only
realistic path forward, and Joyce’s book offers a good,

impassioned start.’ - The New York Times

Cultural Studies

Helen Joyce is The Economist’s Britain editor, where she has held several senior positions,
including Finance editor and International editor. Before joining The Economist in 2005 she edited
Plus, an online magazine about mathematics published by the University of Cambridge. She has
a PhD in mathematics from University College London. Since becoming interested in gender-
identity ideology, she has written for several outlets on the subject. She tweets @HJoyceGender.

UK Publisher: Oneworld
UK Editor: Cecilia Stein
Agent: Caroline Hardman

Publication: 15 July 2021
Material: Final PDF

Rights Sold
Russian - Individuum Press
French (Canada) - Édition M
Hungarian - MCC
Japanese - Keio University
Press
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Cultural Studies

Material Girls is a timely and trenchant critique of the
influential theory that we all have an inner feeling known
as a gender identity, and that this feeling is more socially
significant than our biological sex.

Professor Kathleen Stock surveys the philosophical ideas
that led to this point, and closely interrogates each one,
from De Beauvoir's statement that, 'One is not born, but
rather becomes a woman' (an assertion she contends has
been misinterpreted and repurposed), to Judith Butler's
claim that language creates biological reality, rather than
describing it. She looks at biological sex in a range of
important contexts, including women-only spaces and
resources, healthcare, epidemiology, political organization
and data collection.

Material Girls makes a clear, humane and feminist case for
our retaining the ability to discuss reality, and concludes
with a positive vision for the future, in which trans rights
activists and feminists can collaborate to achieve some of
their political aims.

A timely critique of the recently culturally influential theory that we each have
something called a ‘gender identity’, and that this identity is more socially and
morally significant than our actual biological sex.

Material Girls: Why Reality Matters for Feminism

KATHLEEN STOCK

Kathleen Stock OBE is a Professor of Philosophy at the University of Sussex. She has written
extensively on the nature of pretence, imagination, and fiction, for academic audiences. She is
the author of Only Imagine: Fiction, Interpretation and Imagination (Oxford University Press, 2017) and
she has written several academic articles on the nature of sexual objectification from a feminist
perspective. Spurred into action by the UK public consultation on gender law reform, she has
written extensively for the general public on sex, gender, and women’s interests for The Economist,
The Conversation, Quillette, Standpoint, and The Article. Kathleen has been interviewed in The Daily
Telegraph, Times Higher Education, the German magazine Cicero, and the Danish daily newspaper
Berlinske; and reported or discussed in the Guardian, Times, Sunday Times, Daily Mail, The Spectator,
and The New York Times. Kathleen tweets @Docstockk.
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Cultural Studies

At a time where women are more vocal than ever about
our lives, there’s an elephant in the room when it comes to
porn. Most women aren’t talking to each other about what
they do and don’t do with it, and no one is asking the
questions we all have about how it might be affecting us.
Pornhub claims at least a third of their current user base
are women, and a study from the British Board of Film
Classification found a difference of just 18% between the
use of young boys and young girls. In a world where porn
sites get more visitors each month than Netflix, Amazon,
and Twitter combined, what we need is a ‘me too’
moment for porn.
Combining popular culture, research and thinking from
the past thirty years, with real-life accounts taken from one
hundred women aged from 18 –70, Women on Porn
answers the call for an accessible, informed, evidence-
based exploration of what pornography means for women
(and to us all). Women on Porn claims that we’ve been
thinking about women and porn all wrong. We are used to
dividing women into those who watch porn and love it,
and those who don’t and are scared of it, jealous of it, or
hate it. Women who are in it are either empowered or
exploited and it either helps or harms those who use it,
with no space in between. But given the ubiquity of men’s
use and porn’s place in popular culture, these simple
stories no longer fit. It’s time to have the conversation we
need to have about the real extent of porn’s impact.

One of the most thorough accounts of women’s experiences of sex and
sexuality today written by one of the UK’s leading academic authorities on
pornography, feminism, and sexual violence.

Women on Porn: The Conversation We Need to Have

FIONA VERA-GRAY

Dr. Fiona Vera-Gray is one of the UK’s leading feminist academics working on sexual
violence and she has a decade’s experience in the frontline anti-violence against women
movement. Currently a Reader at the Child and Woman Abuse Studies Unit at London
Metropolitan University, Fiona was formerly at Durham University and has been a regular
media commentator on pornography, sexual violence, sexual harassment, and rape prevention.
She is the author of two academic books on street harassment and dozens of academic articles.
Her first academic book was nominated for the British Sociological Association’s Philip Abrams
Memorial Prize for the best work in Sociology. In March 2021, Fiona published the largest ever
study on the content of mainstream online pornography, gaining significant media coverage
including the BBC, The Guardian, The Sunday Times, and the New York Times.
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Popular Psychology

ELAINE KASKET

Exposed: Your Life In Data
Exposed employs a unique device to help readers understand the depth and
breadth of the issue of data, to relate it to their own lives, and to be inspired
into action.

Exposed traces the growth and development of the data
self, a self that is now born before we emerge from the
womb and that may continue to exist in the world well
beyond our deaths. From cradle to grave and beyond,
Exposed clearly identifies and vividly illustrates the
challenges that our information economy poses to our
privacy and our psychological health at every phase of our
lives. As the book moves through each phase of the
lifespan, it examines the less-spoken-about features of the
information economy, and their consequences.

The issues are examined chronologically, in the order they
arise in our lives: Sharenting, and the the surveillance and
profiling of children (the consumers of the future) by
schools, parents, and even summer camps. Snooping and
hacking within intimate relationships starts happening as
soon as we start falling in love. Starting a home means
making decisions about the Internet of Things. Privacy of
our health data and genealogical privacy becomes more
salient as we age, and our data selves have a long digital
afterlife. Exposed blends biographical anecdotes, current
events, expert insights and the author’s own authoritative
voice to bring each issue home to the reader.

Exposed is an accessible take on Shoshana Zuboff’s The
Age of Surveillance Capitalism..

Psychologist and social media expert Dr Elaine Kasket is the author of All the Ghosts in the
Machine: The Digital Afterlife of Your Personal Data (Robinson/Little Brown, 2019). Elaine devotes the
majority of her time to writing, media appearances, keynote speaking and academic work. Elaine
also practices as a HCPC-Registered Counselling Psychologist and is well known in her field,
having authored How to Become a Counselling Psychologist (Routledge Psychology Press, 2017)
and co-edited The Handbook of Counselling Psychology, 4th ed. (Sage, 2016). Elaine tweets
@elainekasket.
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True Crime

JEREMY CRADDOCK

The Man Who Dressed The Sixties

The Assassination of Gianni Versace meets Prick Up Your Ears with a
soundtrack by the Beatles.

When Ossie Cark was brutally stabbed to death in his
London council flat by his young gay lover in 1996, he was
54 and washed-up. Once feted in the Swinging Sixties, his
dazzling career was a distant memory.

Raymond ‘Ossie’ Clark was born in the same Liverpool
hospital as Paul McCartney nine days before him and, like
the Beatles, rose from working class roots to become a
celebrated cultural icon. His design brilliance rocketed
him into the orbit of Twiggy, Mick Jagger, Andy Warhol
and Eric Clapton. He and his wife, designer Celia Birtwell,
were the golden couple of the British fashion world,
immortalised in Hockney’s Mr and Mrs Clark and Percy
painting.

Ossie Clark was charismatic, funny and mercurial.
Straight out of art school, he was quickly crowned King
of the King’s Road at the heart of Swinging London. His
success opened doors to a Technicolor world
unimaginable to a working-class boy from the north of
England. He had it all: the fame, the money, the celebrity
friends. At the height of his success nobody could have
predicted his tragic downfall into a life of complete
destitution and violent demise.

This is the first full-length biography of the greatest
fashion designer of the Beatles era. A global story that
moves from the monochrome 1950s north, to Swinging
Sixties London to the shimmering Californian swimming
pools of David Hockney paintings, it is also a narrative
shot through with a shocking true crime element.

Jeremy Craddock is a journalist and author and teaches journalism at Manchester
Metropolitan University. He lives in the Cheshire town where Ossie Clark grew up and catches
the same morning train as the famous designer who was studying at Machester School of Art in
the 1950s. Jeremy is the author of The Jigsaw Murders: The True Story of the Ruxton Killings and the
Birth of Modern Forensics (The History Press, 2021; optioned for television by Elaine Collins,
producer of ITV’s Vera and BBC’s Shetland. He frequently gives talks about his work and
contributes to a media law podcast, Bang to Rights. Jeremy tweets @JezCraddock.
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Lifestyle

BETH KEMPTON

Kokoro

An original and timely guide to slowing down and reconnecting with ourselves,
inspired by Japanese culture, wisdom and traditions.

This book is an invitation to cultivate stillness and
contentment in an ever-changing, uncertain world.
Drawing on a thousand years of Japanese literature,
culture and philosophical ideas to explore the true nature
of time and what it means to be human, Kokoro – which
mysteriously translates as ‘heart–mind’ – is a meditation
on living well.

Join Japanologist Beth Kempton on this life-changing
pilgrimage far beyond the tourist trail, to uncover the soul
of the country, its people and its deeply buried wisdom.
Along the way you’ll discover a revolutionary way of
looking at life and the world that will transform your
approach to living. You will learn how to cultivate
presence, awareness, calm and joy so that you can move
beyond regret and fear to make the most of every day.

Distilling insight from a rich variety of sources, from
centuries-old poetry and ancient Zen texts to martial arts
teaching and contemporary philosophy, alongside the real-
life stories of modern day pioneers, Kokoro offers a gentle
and inspiring take on what it truly means to be happy and
leads you to the heart of what really matters, so you can
live each day with wonder and ease. And then, when the
time comes to look back on it all, you will know that yours
was a life well-lived.

Beth Kempton is a mother, writer and entrepreneur committed to helping women achieve
their full potential. She has worked with UN agencies, global brands, charities and individuals all
across the world and has an MA in Japanese. Beth is on twitter @DoWhatYouLoveXx
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In a radical departure from standard advice about creative
success, effort, critique and competition, The Way of the
Fearless Writer will show you that there is another way to
thrive - a writing path of ease, trust, wonder and joy.

You are invited to embark on a sacred writing journey,
inspired by ancient wisdom from Japan and China. Along
the way you will learn how to free your mind so your body
can create, transform your relationship to fear, write
anytime, anywhere, and share your words with confidence.

Being a fearless writer has little to do with validation and
accolades as we are conditioned to believe. Rather it is
about ritual, dedication and commitment, developing an
acute awareness of beauty, dancing with inspiration,
listening to the world outside yourself and going deep
within.

This is not just a book about how to write better. It's a
book about how to live better, with your heart as your
compass and writing as your guide.

Offering a rare honest insight into the writing life and a
host of fresh and original writing exercises, The Way of the
Fearless Writer will reveal your true potential, and open
your eyes to writing as a direct connection to life itself.

Ancient Eastern wisdom for a flourishing writing life.

The Way Of The Fearless Writer

BETH KEMPTON

Lifestyle
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Eve and Gemma are the founders of CALM & BRIGHT sleep support, which encourages
and empowers parents to enable their children with solid sleep. Put off by harsher sleep training
methods, and worn out by the brutality of doing nothing, Eve developed her own way to quickly
and lovingly enable sleep. Within three days, Eve’s ten-month-old baby was happily sleeping 12
solid hours a night. Eve subsequently volunteered for five years locally, helping other parents to
find their own sleep solutions. In 2014, no longer able to satisfy local demand, paediatric nurse
Gem joined forces with her sister and they began working remotely together, helping families as
far reaching as in Hawaii, New York, Kenya, Borneo and Singapore in the first year. Together
with their team, Eve & Gem have since helped thousands of families step into the connected
family life that solid sleep brings. As a result of their swift results and compassionate approach,
they are fast becoming the UK’s most trusted voice in paediatric sleep.

Love to Sleep will be a unique sleep book, different from
existing books in two ways.

Firstly, this book acknowledges the crucial role parents
play in building good (and bad) sleep habits in their child.
Secondly, the authors, Gemma and Eve, are also the only
sleep consultants that offer advice on how parents can
sleep, addressing the effects of sleep deprivation on our
physical and mental health.

Gemma and Eve will share their own experience of sleep
deprivation - Eve crashed her car from exhaustion which
led to her starting the business. Using anecdotes, case
studies and accessible science it will cover the science of
sleep, why sleep is important, how to create the right sleep
environment, the different rhythms of night and day sleep,
the nap-gap dynamic, the role the parent plays in their
child’s sleep, and how to restore parents’ sleep alongside
their child’s.

The book will also include a troubleshooting section, set
out in the form of an A-Z.

The UK’s most trusted voice in paediatric sleep are going
to revolutionise sleep for parents and children the world
over!

More than just another sleep book! Love to Sleep will help parent AND child
sleep better, happier and longer.

Love To Sleep

EVE SQUIRES & GEM FRYER
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Lifestyle

LAURA PASHBY

Little Stories Of Your Life

Embrace the power of storytelling with Little Stories of Your Life. Start telling
your own story, find your creative self and be more mindful.

Combining the wellbeing benefits of mindfulness,
creativity and daily photography, this book shows you how
to use words and photographs to capture precious little
moments and how to share these in order to connect with
others.

Each chapter explores the different ways you can tell your
own stories, considers why you might choose to tell them
and helps you to create a patchwork of tiny tales about
your life, however small they might be. Throughout the
book, Laura shares her own personal stories and research
that shows you how to tune out of the bigger picture and
focus on the everyday. There are exercises to gently guide
you through how to journal and harness your inner
creativity, as well as tips on improving your photography,
photo challenges and writing prompts to get you started.

It’s easy to feel that our own lives are not enough, but real
lives are not defined by bright, exciting events: we don’t
need a grand narrative arc. It’s the stretches of time in
between that matter, the tiny moments and the daily
choices that make us who we are.

Laura Pashby is a writer and a photographer. She tells stories using words and photographs
on her blog, to her Instagram audience, for brands, and in magazines. She is also a qualified
teacher with an MA in Literature and she teaches storytelling E-courses. Laura spent three
years as the deputy editor of 91 Magazine – an independent magazine that covers all aspects of
creative living. Across social media, but particularly on Instagram, she has an established and
engaged following with an interest in her atmospheric imagery and soulful storytelling. Laura
tweets @circleofpines.
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The malodorous horrors of Sports Day.
Bracing yourself for Parents' Evening.
Refereeing teenage relationship dramas.

This is not what you see in the adverts.

From the age of eight, Ryan Wilson dreamt of being a
teacher. This is the inside story of his time at the
chalkface, from fresh-faced trainee with grand ideals to
exhausted assistant head battling ever-changing
government demands.

It is a tribute to the colleagues who befriended him and to
the chaotic, brilliant, maddening students who inspired
and enraged him. From Sean, the wannabe gangster with
a soft heart, to David, the king of innuendo, and
terrifyingly clever Amelia.

And, above all, it's about the lessons they taught him: how
to be patient and resilient, how to live authentically and
how to value every day.

This is a tribute to the extraordinary and largely unsung work done by teachers
every single day.

Let That Be A Lesson

RYAN WILSON

Memoir

Ryan Wilson currently works as a producer and reporter on BBC Radio 2’s The Jeremy Vine
Show. He has written about education for The Guardian and The Times Educational Supplement,
including taking on the mantle of The Guardian’s Secret Teacher. In addition to print media contacts,
he has many in the broadcast media including at BBC local radio, Good Morning Britain, BBC
Breakfast, talkRADIO, Radio 4, LBC, ITV regional news, Channel 5 News, The Evening Standard
and of course at Radio 2. Ryan tweets @rhwilson83
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Memoir

HOLLIE STARLING

The Bleeding Tree

A raw and candid memoir providing a pathway through grief guided by
forests, folk tales and the ritual year.

In August 2020 Hollie’s father killed himself. She had
been working towards a book proposal following the cycle
of the English ritual year, a whimsical illustrated guide to
the arcane festivals of the past alongside their depictions
in the folk horror genre across television, film, music and
literature. But this project suddenly felt hollow. Faced with
the millstone of abject grief as a companion, who wants a
leisurely meander through a calendar of maypoles and
apple-bobbing?

Hollie wasn’t the first to experience this type of loss.
Which made her wonder: what did people do when thrust
into situations of psychic extremity before the therapies
that are available today? What rituals did ancient
communities create to process the disorientation of
sudden death in those left behind? Could this wisdom help
her make sense of her Dad’s nonsensical act?

Hollie goes on to record this astonishing memoir of her
father and his troubles, and embarks on a year’s journey of
ritual remembrance; four changing seasons and many
changing feelings. She explores themes of mythic notions
of masculinity, ritual funerary practice, intergenerational
trauma, mental illness as intersecting with economic class,
widowhood, ‘madness’, and the timeless human practice
of self-annihilation and alongside, she looks at folk
customs dealing with death and grief from around the
world. This is an approachable, human and affirming first-
year guide to what can be a very lonely type of grief.

Hollie Starling runs a social media page called Folk Horror Magpie, with over 25k engaged
followers across Twitter and Instagram. By day, she is Assistant Librarian for the British Museum
where she enjoys access to what many consider the world’s best collection on anthropology and
folklore. She is active in the online grief community and understands the emotional sophistication
of its millennial audiences, especially the deadpan humour at being a member of ‘the club’ that
no one wants to be in.
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Memoir

GAIL MULLER

Unlost

WildmeetsThe Salt Path in this memoir recounting Gail’s fight against
a debilitating condition by hiking the Appalachian Trail southbound.

Gail Muller was told she'd be in a wheelchair by the age
of forty. At forty-one, she embarked on one of the world's
toughest treks - The Appalachian Trail. An inspiring,
uplifting and moving account of one woman's incredible
journey into the unknown and how she reclaimed herself
in the process.

As Gail took her first steps on the 2,200-mile trek through
the wilderness of the USA, she had no idea what lay
ahead of her, but she knew she felt burnout from city life,
lost and broken - ready to heal a mind and body that she
had battled with for so long.

From the resilience-building mountain climbs, painful
injuries and harsh reality of braving the raw elements, to
the unexpected friendships forged with other hikers and
the kindness of strangers offering food and shelter - with
every step, Gail started to let go of a past dominated by
chronic pain and reconnected with herself in a way she'd
never been able to before.

A love letter to the healing power of the wild outdoors and
an incredible testament to the strength of the human
spirit, Gail's story is for anyone who has ever felt stuck in a
rut, lost or scared. She shows us that even in our darkest
times, it's possible to find our inner grit, face our fears and
feel hopeful.

Essential reading for fans of Cheryl Strayed's Wild and
Elizabeth Gilbert's Eat, Pray, Love.

Gail Muller is an adventurer, writer and educator from Cornwall, UK. In her teens she was
predicted by doctors to be in a wheelchair by the age of 40, and subsequently dealt with 12+
years of crippling chronic pain from her 20's onwards. After battling with traditional western
medicine, opiates, and no answers she then searched the world for a solution, eventually finding
a way to resolve most of this pain and recover enough to live a more than full life. Gail continues
to push her own limits and take on long-distance expeditions, learning new skills all the time. She
also uses her 18+ years of experience at the top of her game in education as a teacher, leader
and advisor to help share the skills and knowledge she has acquired. Gail tweets @thegailmuller
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Memoir

KRIS HALLENGA

Glittering A Turd

The Sunday Times Top Ten Bestseller about how surviving the unsurvivable
taught Kris to live.

Kris was living a totally normal life as a twenty-three-year-
old: travelling the world, falling in love, making plans.

However, when she found a lump in her boob and was
told that it was not only cancer, but also incurable, life
took on a completely new meaning. She was diagnosed at
an age when life wasn’t something to be grateful for, but a
goddamn right.

Little did Kris know it was cancer that would lead her to a
life she had never considered: a happy one. From founding
a charity to visiting Downing Street, campaigning at
festivals to appearing on TV, and being present at the birth
of her nephew; in the face of all the possible prognoses,
Kris is surviving, thriving, and resolutely living.

Glittering a Turd is more than just another cancer memoir;
it’s a handbook for living life to the fullest, shining a new
perspective on survival and learning to glitter your own
tu*d, whatever it might be. Kris has survived the
unsurvivable for twelve years. Here, she begins to discover
why.

Kris Hallenga is a thirty-four-year-old who lives in Cornwall with her cat, Lady Marmalade.
For almost a third of her life she has been living with stage 4, secondary, incurable cancer. But
she's here, miraculously, living a life she bloody loves. At twenty-three she was diagnosed with
cancer. Shortly after the diagnosis, she started the national charity, CoppaFeel!, which raises
over 2 million pounds per year. Kris stepped down as CEO three years ago and now pursues
speaking engagements and writing whilst working for Coppafeel! part time. In 2009, she won a
Pride of Britain Award.
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Memoir

CATHERINE SIMPSON

One Body: A Retrospective

A breast cancer diagnosis is the jumping off point in this memoir to examine
the author’s life as lived in a female body in a way which will be so relatable
to so many women.

www.saraband.net Cover: 
Anna Morrison

spine 21 mm

O
ne Body

Catherine Sim
psonIn August 2018, 50-something Catherine Simpson’s world was 

upended with a diagnosis of breast cancer. One long, hard year 
later, the cancer was in remission – yet Catherine felt changed.  
She couldn’t simply move on as if nothing had happened. Coming 
face to face with her mortality had altered her entire perspective. 

From puberty onwards, Catherine had experienced body-shaming, 
sexual harassment, menstrual pain, severe morning sickness, 
postnatal depression, weight gain and hair loss. She had been  
catcalled, ogled, propositioned, judged, dismissed. In other words, 
she’d gone through things many women can relate to. And she’d 
responded with dieting, fasting, shaving, plucking, tanning, toning,  
covering up in baggy or too-tight clothes, and finding ways to hide. 

Of course, she’d had plenty of joy and laughter, too. She’d had far 
more freedoms than her mother. But had things been easier or 
better for her daughters, so far? And how did her path through 
cancer treatment alter her feelings about her body? 

One Body is the frank and very often funny story of how Catherine 
came to appreciate the skin she is in – to be grateful for her body 
and all that it does and is.

‘A superb memoir’
Sunday Times 
(on When I Had a Little Sister)

A retrospective

Uncorrected proof. February 2022, Hardback, £14.99
Publicity enquiries to Sara Hunt, sara@saraband.net 07866 555194
ISBN: 9781913393342.  The author is available for interview.

Praise for When I Had a Little Sister
‘A superb memoir … heart-rending … interwoven with 

welcome portraits [that] are laugh-out-loud funny…’ Sunday Times
‘A study in gender oppression.’  Times Literary Supplement
‘If you loved Tara Westover’s Educated, get yourself a copy …  
as soon as humanly possible.’ Vogue
‘A poignant memoir … Simpson is a precise and skilled writer …  
a considerable achievement.’ Cathy Rentzenbrink, The Times

In August 2018, 50-something Catherine Simpson’s world
was upended with a diagnosis of breast cancer. One long,
hard year later, the cancer was in remission – yet
Catherine felt changed. She couldn’t simply move on as if
nothing had happened. Coming face to face with her
mortality had altered her entire perspective.

From puberty onwards, Catherine had experienced body-
shaming, sexual harassment, menstrual pain, severe
morning sickness, postnatal depression, weight gain and
hair loss. She had been catcalled, ogled, propositioned,
judged, dismissed. In other words, she’d gone through
things many women can relate to. And she’d responded
with dieting, fasting, shaving, plucking, tanning, toning,
covering up in baggy or too-tight clothes, and finding ways
to hide.

Of course, she’d had plenty of joy and laughter, too. She’d
had far more freedoms than her mother. But had things
been easier or better for her daughters, so far? And how
did her path through cancer treatment alter her feelings
about her body?

One Body is the frank and very often funny story of how
Catherine came to appreciate the skin she is in – to be
grateful for her body and all that it does and is..

Catherine Simpson is the author of When I Had a Little Sister, published by 4th Estate in
2019, and the novel True Story, published by Sandstone Press in 2015. She lives in Edinburgh,
where she is very active on the literary scene, participating in the book festival there and other
literary festivals across the UK, and she is an engaging and passionate advocate of her books.
Catherine tweets @cath_simpson13.
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Memoir

HELEN NAYLOR

My Mother, Munchausen’s And Me

A brave account of a daughter unravelling the truth about her mother and
herself. It's a story of a stolen childhood, mental illness, and the redemptive
power of breaking a complex and toxic bond.

There was a time when I loved my mother. It's shocking to
imply that I stopped loving my mum because mothers
always love their children and always do their best for
them. Mothers are supposed to be good. But my mother
wasn't good.

Ten years ago, Helen Naylor discovered her mother,
Elinor, had been faking debilitating illnesses for thirty
years. After Elinor's self-induced death, Helen found her
diaries, which Elinor wrote daily for over fifty years. The
diaries reveal not only the inner workings of Elinor's
twisted mind and self-delusion, but also shocking
revelations about Helen's childhood.

Everything Helen knew about herself and her upbringing
was founded on a lie. The unexplained accidents and days
spent entirely on her own as a little girl, imagining herself
climbing into the loft and disappearing into a different
world, tell a story of neglect. As a teenager, her mother's
advice to Helen on her body and mental health speaks of
dangerous manipulation.

With Elinor's behaviour becoming increasingly destructive,
and Helen now herself a mother, she was left with a stark
choice: to collude with Elinor's lies or be accused of
abandoning her.

Helen Naylor has been writing as a hobby since she was a small girl; but it wasn't until she
began a memoir about growing up with a mother who faked illnesses and had narcissistic
personality traits that she was encouraged to pursue writing professionally. Helen lives in
Nottingham with her husband; two children and cat and enjoys cycling; playing guitar and
drinking good coffee.
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orsi@kataibolza.hu

BULGARIA
Anthea Agency: Katalina Sabeva
katalina@anthearights.com

INDONESIA
Maxima Creative Agency: Santo
Manurung
santo.maxima@gmail.com
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